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Abstract
Mining Human Interaction in Meetings is useful to identify how a person reacts in different situations. Behavior represents the
nature of the person and mining helps to analyze, how the person exhibits his/her opinion. Detecting semantic knowledge is
significant. Meeting interactions are categorized as propose, comment, acknowledgement, request-information, ask-opinion, postopinion and negative opinion. The sequence of human interactions is represented as a Tree. Tree structure is used to capture how
the person interacts in Meetings and to discover the interaction flow often occurs in a Meetings and to reveal the relationship
exist among the interactions. Tree pattern mining and sub tree pattern mining algorithms are automated to analyze the structure
and to extract interaction flow patterns. The extracted patterns are interpreted from human interactions. The frequent patterns
are used as an indexing tool to access a particular semantics. Frequent interaction flow helps to assume the probability of another
type of interaction. The frequent interaction patterns are clustered and the behavior of the person is determined.
Index Terms - Human interaction, interaction flow, frequent interaction pattern, tree-based mining, clustering.

I. INTRODUCTION
Human Interaction is a vital event to understand
communicative information. Understanding human
behavior is essential in applications including automated
surveillance, video archival/retrieval, medical diagnosis,
and human-computer interaction. The advent of smart
meeting that automatically records a meeting and analyzes
the generated audio-visual content for future viewing
.While most of current smart meeting systems analyze the
meeting content for understanding what conclusion was
made, it is more interesting and important to know how a
conclusion was made, for example, did all members agree
on the outcome? Who did not give his opinion? Who
spoke a little or a lot? etc., such kind of group social
dynamics can be useful for determining whether meeting
was well organized and whether the conclusion was
rational. Human interaction plays an important role in
understanding this communicative information and
different from physical interactions (e.g. turn-taking and
addressing), the human interactions here are defined as
behaviors among meeting participants with respect to the
Current topic, such as proposing an idea, giving some
comments, expressing positive opinion, and requesting
information. When incorporated with semantics (i.e. user
intention or attitude towards a topic), interactions are
more meaningful in understanding conclusion drawing
and meeting organization. The interaction issues including
turn-taking, gaze behavior, influence and talkativeness
and analyzing user interactions during poster presentation
in an exhibition room are mainly focus on detecting
physical interactions between participants without any
relations with topics.

The context information is gathered through multiple
sensors e.g. video cameras, microphones, and motion
sensors. The various interactions imply different user
roles, attitudes, and intentions about a topic during a
discussion.. We create a set of human interactions that
includes
seven
categories:
propose,
comment,
acknowledgement, requestInfo, askOpinion, posOpinion,
and negOpinion. The detailed meanings are described as:
propose – a user proposes an idea with respect to a topic;
comment – a user gives comments on a proposal;
acknowledgement – a user confirms someone else‟s
comment or explanation, e.g. yeah and OK; requestInfo –
a user requests information about a proposal; ask Opinion
– a user asks someone else‟s opinion about a proposal;
posOpinion – a user expresses positive opinion, i.e. follow
a proposal; and negOpinion – a user expresses negative
opinion, i.e. against a proposal.
The context used in our interaction detection includes
head motion, notice from others, speech manner, talking
time, interaction juncture, and information about previous
interaction. Head motion (e.g. drowsy) is very common
and used often in detection of human response
(acknowledgement or agreement). For example, when a
user is proposing some idea, he is usually being looked at
by most of the participants. Attention from others can be
treated as how many persons looking at the target user
during the interaction. Thus the problem can be roughly
turned into detection of face direction. The face
orientation is determined as the one whose vector makes
the smallest angle. Speech tone refers to whether a
statement is a question or a normal one. Speaking time is
another important indicator in detection the type of human
interaction.
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When a user puts forward a proposal, it usually takes
relatively long time. But it takes short time when he gives
an acknowledgement or asks a question. The interaction
occasion has two values: spontaneous and reactive. The
former means the interaction is initiated by the person
spontaneously (e.g. proposing an idea or asking a
question). The latter denotes the interaction is triggered as
response to another interaction. It is intuitive that there are
certain patterns or flows frequently appear in meeting
discussion. For instance propose and request Info are
usually followed by the interaction of comment.
II. RELATED WORKS
There have been several works done in discovering
Human behavior patterns by using stochastic techniques.
Bakeman and Gottman [2] applied sequential analysis to
observe and analyze human interactions. Magnusson [3]
proposed a pattern detection method, called T-pattern to
discover hidden time patterns in human behavior. Tpattern has been adopted in several applications such as
interaction analysis and sports research .Although the
purpose of these techniques is similar to our work, we
conduct analysis on human interaction in meetings and
address the problem of discovering interaction patterns
from the perspective of data mining.
Casas-Garriga[4] proposed algorithms to mine
unbounded episodes (those with unfixed window width or
interval) from a sequence of events on a time line. The
work is generally used to extract frequent episodes, i.e.,
collections of events occurring frequently together. Morita
et al. [5] proposed a pattern mining method for the
interpretation of human interactions in a poster exhibition.
It extracts simultaneously occurring patterns of primitive
actions such as gaze and speech. Sawamoto et al. [5]
presented a method for extracting important interaction
patterns in medical interviews (i.e., doctor-patient
communication) using non-verbal information.
Sasa Junuzovic [15] et al. proposed that Capturing the
relevant aspects is more important for offline meeting
viewing, which is for remotely attending a meeting.
The reason is that during an ongoing meeting, remote
attendees can interrupt the conversation to ask for
clarifications, which is not possible in the case of a person
watching a recorded meeting. The aspects of a meeting
that are important are meeting-dependent. In general,
meetings can be roughly classified into two types. In one
type of meeting, there are a large number of
attendees, but only a few of them are active. An example
of such a meeting is a lecture in which there is one
lecturer and a large audience. In the other type of
meeting, there are a small number of attendees, but the
majority of them are active.

Examples of such meetings are brainstorming
sessions, team weekly status meetings, and new hire
discussions.
Motivated by concepts in social psychology, which
highlight the group and multimodal nature of
communication, recent work has viewed meetings as
sequences of no overlapping Multimodal actions
performed by the group of participants thus implying that
such actions are relevant to segment and recognize. A
key aspect of interactive meetings is the current
speaker, who is, by definition, changing frequently.
Thus, traditional meeting viewing interfaces for such
meetings have an automatic speaker view, which
always shows the current speaker.
III. INTERACTION CAPTURING
We were extracting appropriate scenes from the
viewpoints of individual users by clustering events
having spatial and temporal relationships. „R‟ denotes
Root and „P‟ the person who participated in the meeting.
Participating persons are numbered from left to right.
(E.g.P4 denotes Persons4). Root denoting the person who
organizes the interaction. Figure 1 specifies Root, person
4 and Person 2 are initiating the new statement with
propose. Based on the person4‟s comment person3,
person1, person2 were exhibits their comment. Tree
Hierarchy represents the flow in which the person
represents their comments.
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P3
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P3
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P2
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Fig. 1: Representation of Tree.
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From the Figure 2 R represent the root, „PR‟
represents propose, ‟PO‟ represents post opinion, ‟AC‟
represents Acknowledgement, ‟NO‟ represents Negative
Opinion, ‟CO‟ represents comment. In the above
Interaction Tree Hierarchy PO positive opinions
verbalized 5 times, PR Proposing verbalized 3 times, AC
acknowledgements verbalized 2 times, C comments
verbalized 2 times and N negative opinions verbalized 2
times.
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3.1. INTERACTION TREE CONSTRUCTION
Based on the interaction defined and recognized, we
now describe the notion of interaction flow and its
construction. An interaction flow is a list of all
interactions in a discussion session with triggering
relationship between them. We first give the definition of
a session in a meeting discussion. A session is a unit of a
meeting that begins with a spontaneous interaction and
concludes with an interaction that is not followed by any
reactive interactions.
Here, spontaneous interactions are those that are
initiated by a person spontaneously and reactive
interactions are triggered in response to another
interaction.
For instance, propose and ask Opinion is
usually spontaneous interactions, while acknowledgement
is always a reactive interaction. Whether an interaction is
spontaneous or reactive is not determined by its type (e.g.,
propose, ask Opinion, or acknowledgement), but
interaction type for nodes labeled by the annotator
manually. Hence, a session contains at least one
interaction (i.e., a spontaneous interaction). A meeting
discussion consists of a sequence of sessions, in which
participants discuss topics continuously.
The Nodes represents interactions in the meeting.
Nodes in the interaction tree are not sorted, because the
edges reflect temporal relationship between the siblings.
Hence, sorting, e.g., alphabetically, would likely break
this relationship. For efficient processing, we use a string
coding method for the interaction trees.
IV. PATTERN DISCOVERY

C
O

Fig. 2: Representation of Interaction Tree.

Interaction Dependency Table depicts the Dependency
that every person has in the meeting session and the
Independent speakers.
Person
ID

Interacti
-on (%)

Dependen
-ce Link

Independent
Proposals

P1

30

P2 ,P3

P2

50

P1,P4

P3

30

P1,P4

NIL

P4

30

P2,P3

1time

NIL
2 times

Patterns are frequent trees or sub trees in the tree
database. TD denotes of Interaction trees.ITD denotes the
full set of isomorphic trees to TD. t denotes a tree.tk
denotes a sub tree with k nodes, Ck denotes a set of
candidates with k nodes. Fk denotes a set of frequent ksub tress. σ denotes a support threshold of minimum
support. Support is with given a tree or sub tree T and a
data set of trees TD.
Number of occurrences of T
Support =
Total No of Trees in TD
If the value of supp(T) is more than a threshold value
Minimum support T is called a frequent tree or frequent
sub tree. We have a data set of interaction trees TD. Given
a minimum support σ, we would like to find all trees and
sub trees that appear at least σ × | TD | times in the data
set.

Table 1. Interaction Dependency
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4.1. CONSTRUCTION OF FREQUENT TREES
The frequent-pattern tree is a compressed formation
that stores quantitative information about frequent
patterns in a database. Each node in the item-prefix sub
tree consists of three fields. Links between depicts links
to the next node in the FP-tree carrying the same itemname. Each entry in the frequent-item-header table
consists of two fields. Head of node-link depicts pointer
to the first node in the FP-tree carrying the item-name.
4.1.1. PROCEDURE FOR FREQUENT INTERACTION
TREE PATTERN MINING
Tree Database TD and Threshold value is given as an
Input.
(1) Generate its full set of isomorphic trees ITD,
from the Database TD
(2) Count the number of occurrences for each
tree t in the Database ITD.
(3) Calculate the support of each tree
(4) Select the trees whose supports are larger
than σ and Detect isomorphic trees.
(4.1) if m trees are isomorphic select
one of them and discard the others.
(5) Output the frequent trees.
PROCEDURE FOR FREQUENT INTERACTION
SUBTREE PATTERN MINING
A tree database TD and a support threshold σ is given
as a input.
(1) i := 0
(2) Calculate the support of each node from the database
TD.
(3) Select the nodes whose supports are larger than σ to
form F1
(4) i = i + 1
(5) For each tree ti in Fi, do
(5.1) for each node t1 in F1, do
(5.1.1) join ti and t1 to generate Ci+1
(6) Calculate the support of each tree in Ci+1
(7) If there are any trees whose supports
are larger than σ
(7.1) select them to form Fi+1 and return to Step (4)
(7.2) Else output the frequent sub trees whose
supports are larger than σ
PROCEDURE
FOR
SUBTREE
SUPPORT
CALCULATING (TD, st )
(1) count:= 0
(2) supp(st):= 0
(3) for each tree t €TD do
(4) Create subtrees S of t with any item s €S,
|s|=|st|

(5)
(6)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

flag:= false
for each item s €S do
Generate isomorphic trees IS of s
for each item is € IS do
if tsc(is)=tsc(st) then
count:= count +1
flag:= true
break
if flag=true then
break
supp(st)= count=/|TD|
return supp(st)
V. DATA SETS

Our work involves real meetings lasting 15 minutes on
average. Video camera was used for capturing the
meetings. Each meeting had four participants seated
around a table. In order to use a correct data for mining,
we tuned the interaction types manually after applying the
recognition method. The goal of our wok is to discover
frequent interaction trees and analyze the behavior of the
algorithms on the data set, focusing on the effect of
threshold.
Table 2: Sub tree Patterns

Rule
No
1
2
3

4

Association rule

Supp(t)

PRO->POS->ACK->ACK
PRO->NEG->POS->NEG
NEG->COM->POS
->POS->POS->COM>COM->POS->COM
PRO

0.2356
0.2576
0.5294

0.0588

If we set the threshold value as 0.122, frequent sub
trees cannot be identified, because threshold value is less
than the support value. If we set the threshold value as
0.135, frequent sub trees is identified. Because threshold
value is less then support value. If we set threshold value
as 0.278, frequent sub tree cannot be displayed, because
threshold value is greater than the support value. Frequent
trees were identified which satisfies the threshold value.
VI. EVALUATION RESULT
In our work all the sub trees were found as frequent
trees, because threshold value is greater than the support
value. Each person interaction in the meeting is calculated
as 1 for COM, ACK, POS, PRO, and NEG. The person‟s
interaction ratio is shown in the following table,
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Table 3: Interaction type measures

No.of
Persons
Interaction
Type
COM
PRO
ACK
NEG
POS

P1

0
0
1
0
2

P2

2
2
1
0
0

P3

P4

0
0
0
1
2

0
1
0
1
1

In the above Table specifies the interaction measures of
each person. Each Interaction type is taken as 1, if it arises
in the meeting with regard of each person.

Persons are clustered based on their interaction
percentage level using k-means clustering. For each
person‟s COM, ACK, POS, PRO, NEG are evaluated and
clustered. Each cluster specifies different characteristics
of a people. From the cluster analysis behavior of the
person is identified to some extent.
If one person‟s PRO level is high in all meetings then
that person will typically have passion in proposing new
ideas in the enhancement of the organization. If one
person‟s ACK level is high in all meetings then that
person will typically have passion in exposing opinion
about each person‟s comment and encouraging others.
Likewise each person‟s interaction type percentage was
analyzed.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
We have proposed an Interaction based tree mining
method for discovering frequent interaction. From the
Interaction based clustering analysis we have evaluated
the person‟s behavior. As future work, we have planned
to integrate more contexts like lexical cues in the
detection process in order to improve the recognition
accuracy. We also plan to design a visualization system
for reviewing the human interactions.
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